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The Brain Booth initiative at the Humboldt State University (HSU) Library 

(https://libguides.humboldt.edu/brainbooth) is an innovative project promoting 

mindfulness and contemplative pedagogy as a means of introducing students to 

metacognition for academic success. The Brain Booth is an experiential space that 

fosters learning about the mind body connection, reducing stress and optimizing learning. 

The Brain Booth is focused on serving student needs, and supporting their learning, 

persistence, retention, and success. 

Mindfulness is a mental state of focused attention in the present moment without 

judgmental perspectives. Scholars and practitioners have discussed in length 

mindfulness theories and practices (Hassed, 2015; Khazan, 2013; Langdon et al., 2011; 

McCown, Reibel & Micozzi, 2016; Mckay, 2016; Paulson et al., 2013; Vago & Silbersweig, 

2012; etc.) with their perceived positive effects on the human wellbeing (Broderick, 2013; 

Brown & Ryan, 2003; Cayoun, 2015; Kabat‐Zinn, 2003; Rogers, 2012, etc.).  

Scholarly research and literature have explored mindfulness and mindfulness practices 

over the last decade in relation to high-school and college students. Some studies focus 

on using mindfulness practices to help with substance abuse and increase effectiveness 

of substance abuse treatments of teenagers, e.g., Butzer, LoRusso, Shin & Khalsa, 2017; 

Fishbein et al., 2016; Himelstein, 2015, 2016; Otto et al, 2020; Patton et al., 2019; Pentz, 

Riggs & Warren, 2016; Russell et al., 2018; Sibinga et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2017. Other 

studies focus on using mindfulness to help with the treatments of adolescent clinical 

patients. Our project supports student success through optimizing learning and we have 
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focused on exploring mindfulness approaches to help with improving study skills and 

academic performance.    

 

The Brain Booth addresses an essential need of college and high school students. 

Nowadays, college and high school students face a multitude of  challenges in a very 

fast-paced society. They have to navigate between two major factors affecting their 

performance and wellbeing, i.e., copying with stress (Coiro,  Bettis & Compas,  2017; 

Denovan & Macaskill, 2013; Li & Yang, 2016; Rose, Godfrey & Rose, 2015; etc.) and 

dealing with distractions to sustain productive cognitive activities (Berry & Westfall, 2015; 

Chen, 2015, etc.). These factors lead to a lack of concentration, also known as mind 

wandering. Contemplative pedagogy offers educational methods that support the 

development of student attention, emotional balance, empathetic connection, 

compassion, and altruistic behavior, while also providing new pedagogical techniques 

that support creativity and the learning of course content (Zajonc, 2013). 

 

Approximately 50% of our college students are Generation Z (HSU Office of Institutional 

Effectiveness), the most ethnically diverse generation yet. A 100% of high school students 

are Generation Z as well. A study by Seemiller & Grace (2016) found that Generation Z 

multitasks across at least five screens daily and that 1 in 3 reported ongoing sadness or 

hopelessness. More specifically, they reported the top factors impacting academic 

performance as follows: 1 in 3 reports that stress has impact and 1 in 5 reports that anxiety 

has impact. 

 

Scholarly research and literature supports mindfulness approaches and practices to 

reduce stress and anxiety and help students improve study skills and knowledge retention 

(Hartel, Nguyen & Guzik, 2017; Hassed, 2015; Lindsey, Lindsey & Robertson, 2018, etc.). 

The literature suggested that mindfulness practices could have a positive impact on 

student learning (Jennings, 2015; Rechtschaffen, 2016; Srinivasan, 2014, etc.). The 

Brain Booth introduces these practices to students, faculty and staff in Humboldt State 

University as well as to the broader community. We use three basic tenets of mindfulness 

or contemplation practices to help us accomplish that: 
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• Intentional Brain Breaks: Reminding the campus community that taking as little as 

two minutes to give the brain a break from thinking can lead to better focus and 

optimize learning (Bamber & Kraenzle-Schneider, 2016; Hassed, 2015, etc.). 

• Emotional Self-Regulation (Cayoun, 2015; Mckay, 2016, Potek, 2012; Warren, 

Wray-Lake & Shubert, 2020, etc.): We ask students to engage in courageous 

conversations both in- and outside of the classroom. Teaching reflection and 

mindfulness is a way to prepare students to engage more successfully in those 

conversations, while also teaching them to cultivate patience and compassion for 

diverse viewpoints (Kabat-Zinn, 2012; Shapiro et al., 2008). All of the above 

facilitate and complement applying Critical Pedagogy in the classroom as well. 

• Singular Thoughtful Focus: Many of our students struggle with fostering strong, 

singular focus when it is needed for short or sustained periods of time. Mindfulness 

training has quite immediate impacts on attention and focus (Hassed, 2015; Moniz 

et al., 2015; Mourer & Karadjova, 2017; Shapiro et al., 2008, etc.). 

 

Some scholars and practitioners have gone even further by designing and conducting 

ongoing mindfulness training in the classroom across curriculum to support an attentive, 

present centered, and non-reactive mental mode (Bartel et al, 2018; Bennett & Dorjee, 

2016; Colaianne, Galla & Roeser, 2020; Fung et al., 2019, Hartel, Nguyen & Guzik, 2017; 

Metz et al., 2013; Morrison et al., 2014; Sanger, Thierry & Dorjee, 2018; etc.) as well as 

by development and standardization of mindfulness qualities scale for college students 

(Arunya & Thamilselvan, 2017). 

Some studies have used qualitative approaches to observe feelings and experiences by 

using self-report data and journal entries from students as well as semi-structured 

interviews. Primary themes include: experiencing mindfulness as expansiveness; 

experiencing focused attention; experiencing peace; experiencing relaxation; 

experiencing self-awareness; and experiencing connection with others. Other themes 

include: experiencing moments of inspiration or resourcefulness; experiencing 

mindfulness and sound; experiencing reduced stress; and experiencing learning. The 
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results showed that high-school students positively benefit from learning mindfulness and 

meditative practices (Thomas, 2016).  

Most of the studies have focused on employing breath awareness, and mindfulness 

meditation (seated, lying, and walking ) as mindfulness practices, e.g., Felver et al., 2018; 

Fung et al., 2019; Metz et al., 2013; Potek, 2012; Quach, 2016; Wisner, 2013; Wisner & 

Starzec, 2016, etc. Some studies have explored other mindfulness approaches, such as 

effectiveness of mindfulness-based coloring (Carsley & Heath, 2018; Lindsey, Lindsey & 

Robertson, 2018; Mourer & Karadjova, 2017). 

Lately, academic librarians have started to pay attention to mindfulness and to engage 

with mindfulness practices (Karadjova, 2018, 2019; Mastel & Innes, 2013; Moniz et al., 

2015; Mourer & Karadjova, 2017; Ruhlmann, 2017, etc.). A few university libraries have 

even started to dedicate time and spaces to mindfulness activities. Most of these libraries 

focus primarily on meditation. A recent study (Mourer & Karadjova, 2017) was the first 

one to involve a broader spectrum of mindfulness activities, which offer intentional brain 

breaks to students, faculty and staff. The results report on high interest for this innovative 

approach among students. Further analysis of patterns of use suggested preferences for 

certain mindfulness activities. This and other research studies provided evidence to 

support educators’ use of broader mindfulness practices through contemplative 

pedagogy and its value in the educational field (Karadjova, 2018, 2019, etc.). 

Studies attest that mindfulness does not develop naturally (Warren, Wray-Lake & Shubert, 

2020), hence we need to teach students how to develop it and to provide them with 

spaces and activities suitable for that purpose. Studies also show that students are not 

familiar with stress managing activities and techniques and the positive effects they have 

on learning and the overall well-being (Bennett & Dorjee, 2016; Campbell et al., 2019; 

Lindsey, Lindsey & Robertson, 2018; Shapiro, Heath & Carsley, 2016; etc.). This attests 

that students and the broader community can highly benefit from an offering such as the 

Brain Booth initiative. Also, it is important to note that despite high social validity, many 

students do not continue to practice mindfulness in their daily lives at home after one 

intervention practice (Worthen & Luiselli, 2019), hence providing designated space on 
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school/university premises, such as the Brain Booth, for mindfulness practices could be 

very accommodating and helpful. 

The Brain Booth is located in the HSU Library and offers different mindfulness activity 

stations such as: Coloring, Light-Sound Therapy, Audio-Meditate, Prompt-Meditate, 

Video-Meditate, Gratitude-Express, Virtual Reality-Immerse, Biofeedback, Origami, 

Game station, Puzzle Station, Full-body-massage Chair, Curated books and media 

collections  and more.  

   

   

For example, keeping gratitude logs (see above) enhances well-being. Simply taking a 

minute to write down what we are grateful for can boost our happiness and reduce stress. 

Another example, the biofeedback unit (see below) is a resilience training device that 

measures your coherence levels and heart rate variability (HRV). Coherence directly 

impacts how a person physiologically reacts to and reduces stress.  
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The Brain Booth maintains weekly drop-in hours on Wednesdays & Thursdays, 5 hours 

per day with all activity stations set up for use. During drop-in hours the Brain Booth is 

staffed by trained student assistants. Outside of drop-in hours some of the activities are 

still available at the Brain Booth designated space during library working hours, such as 

coloring, origami, puzzle station, chess table, full-body massage chair, gratitude logs, fit 

desks, stationary biofeedback unit. The rest of the equipment, VR goggles, sound 

machines, light-therapy units and portable biofeedback units are available to check out at 

the library circulation desk and use at the Brain Booth. During the past year the Brain 
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Booth had 1100+ visitors. With the Covid-19 pandemic and the HSU Library being closed, 

we have transferred some of the Brain Booth activities online. 

 

 

 

The Brain Booth supports academic preparation also by being embedded across the HSU 

curricula in 8 departments and 12 courses, so far. Two courses have students completing 

their service learning components with the Brain Booth each semester. More faculty and 

departments are interested in incorporating the Brain Booth into their classes. The Brain 

Booth also provides two SkillShops (50 min extracurricular workshops) per week on Well-

being and Stress Management. The Brain Booth has also been assessed through student 

reflections on their experience with the Brain Booth. We have collected many reports on 

the positive impacts the Brain Booth activities have had on students’ academic 

performance and overall well-being. 
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Below are just a few examples of student feedback: 

“There is a sanctuary on the second floor of the HSU Library. Turn right at the top of the 

main second floor stairwell, walk straight ahead and you will run into the Brain Booth. The 

relaxing feeling in the Brain Booth envelops the visitor, washing off the mental fatigue of 

the day.” This is how Humboldt State University (HSU) students describe the Brain Booth 

in an article about the recent developments of the initiative in the HSU student newspaper 

The Lumberjack from February 27th, 2018. 

“After my time at the Brain Booth I feel clear headed and revitalized. It put into perspective 

how important mindfulness is and also how simple it is to incorporate into your everyday 

routine. Our mental and emotional health are unquestioningly important, but our lives are 

so fast paced sometimes we forget to slow down and take a brain break or even practice 

emotional self-regulation.” - Testimonial from a recent student visit 

“The most rewarding part about the Brain Booth has been to see the transformation of 

students from when they first walk in to when they leave. A majority of students come in 

looking stressed out and gloomy. After trying out the activities that the Brain Booth has to 

offer they walk out with a smile on their face and look renewed and energized. It feels 

good to be able to contribute to the wellbeing of the community.” Brain Booth student 

assistant 

”Thank you for thinking and helping us with our well being and stress we endure. The 

brain booth is amazing! Thank you!” - Testimonial from a recent student visit 

Two universities have already replicated and adapted the Brain Booth Initiative to their 

needs: Drexel University, PA and University of Sothern California (USC), CA. In addition, 

other California State University Campuses are interested in replicating the initiative. For 

example, a chemistry faculty at Cal Poly Pomona expressed interest in collaboration after 

attending a conference presentation on the Brain Booth Initiative. 
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What is next for the Brain Booth Initiative?  

 

The Brain Booth will continue its ongoing activities and pending on a successful National 

Science Foundation (NSF) grant will also pilot a Brain Booth affiliate at a local high school, 

Arcata High School (AHS). Introducing high school students to mindfulness practices will 

provide them with much needed training and support in optimizing learning and overall 

wellbeing. Through collaboration with HSU this initiative will also introduce them to the 

opportunity of a college education and the vast possibilities to engage with STEM 

disciplines. Another goal of the project is to design, develop and execute a feasibility study 

of establishing Brain Booth affiliates in more high schools located in Humboldt County, 

CA.  
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